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the song's name, "amado mio", is a play on the title of the film gilda. "amado
mio" was written by norman gimbel and frank loesser, and became a worldwide
hit for perry como in 1949. the opening line of the song, "when in amado mio,

you feel like a queen," is a line from the film. the song was nominated for a
grammy award for best pop vocal performance by a duo, group or chorus, and
won two academy awards: best original song and best music, "amado mio". in
1946, rita hayworth was 40 and preparing to retire from the hollywood films

industry. she began to use her free time to write songs. the inspiration for her
new career came from her close friend, and her husband, producer william
asher, who was still actively involved in film production. the two began to
collaborate on songs and songs. they felt that music could also be used to

promote and sell films. one of their first projects was to create the 1947 musical
gilda, which was directed by hayworth's husband and co-star, william asher. the
movie, starring hayworth and fred macmurray, made a star out of hayworth. the
singer and actress went on to produce dozens of hit records. at the same time,

she wrote and produced many songs for various films. the theme of this album is
amado mio, which is a tribute to gilda's mother. on the album, she writes about
her mother's ability to take things in stride, and always have a happy attitude
about life. her father, however, was more aggressive and would often return

home in a rage. a dreary thursday afternoon near the end of september. exactly
six days prior to this date (sept. 28), the bronx native released his sobering

album titled gilda, the follow-up to 2016s negus album.but even in the face of
album release parties and the fame that comes with having a record deal, the

republic artist refuses to put on the clichd mask of a rapper.
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the album was released
on the 18th of

september and is
already available on

itunes and google play
music. gilda is an

acronym for gilda marie
woermann, that is to
say gilda. it was first
recorded in the early

1980s, in the house of
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gilda, her niece, but
that version was never

released. the final
version was recorded in
1984 with the help of a
bmg producer. gilda is

now recorded with
great production

quality, and features a
diverse range of styles,
from jazz to funk, rock

and r&b. gilda was born
in the netherlands,

brussels, as gilda marie
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woermann. as a child,
she would sing classical

songs and lieder and
quickly learned to play
the piano. she entered

the conservatory of
brussels at age of six,
where she trained as a
singer. gilda news: no

matter how many times
you date the same guy,

he'll always be a bit
more attractive than
the last time you got
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hitched. and even if
he's not the type you
fall for, you know he's
never going to be the
type you fall out of. all

of the original songs for
this album were written

by gilda and her co-
writers. on this album,
gilda showcases her

jazz, classical, and pop-
infused songwriting.

she uses her
tremendous talent to
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create a whole new
sound and style that is
all her own. gilda was
the brainchild of the
late entertainer and

actress rita hayworth,
who provided the

singing voice for most
of the songs on the

album. gilda became
the second live-action
feature film produced

by hayworth and her co-
director and producer,
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william asher. the film,
which was released in

1946, was an instant hit
and, by some accounts,

became hayworth's
most successful film.
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